EPISODE 9:
HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL
SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR: IN
DISCUSSION WITH SOPHIA
AMORUSO
FROM RUNNING A FASHION BRAND TO BUILDING A MEDIA
COMPANY TO ONLINE COURSES AND ANGEL INVESTING

Just like ClubHouse, sometimes we need invites to
the party. Several years ago, Sophia Amoruso
invited Morgan to the angel investor party, a place
where, unfortunately, women are often excluded
from the guest list.
On this episode of WorkSmart, we chat with Sophia
– legend behind the brands Nasty Gal and Girlboss
– about her journey to entrepreneurship, the unsexy parts of running a media company, making
hard choices after success, and why bringing other
women to the party is never a faux pas.
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SOPHIA'S STORY
Unlike most of us, Sophia’s never had a “proper”
9-5. She worked retail before launching a
business at 22 and sees new ventures as simply
hopping to the next job.
While she’s juggled many a project and many an
industry, Sophia loves working on her course because
there’s no need to reinvent the wheel. She’s been
able to stay nimble and bootstrap the business, and
reminds us that while media company might sound
sexy, there’s a lot of brutal hardship that goes into it,
especially when you’re venture-funded.

AN UNWAVERING CRITERIA
When you succeed as an entrepreneur, you feel
incredibly privileged. So it’s hard to say no to people
asking for advice and throwing opportunities your way.
While there is a responsibility to pass down knowledge,
let’s cut the pressure to accept every email and launch
every startup.
Sophia knows what she’ll say yes to versus no and while
she (politely) says no to most, that also includes herself.
She prefers project-based work for herself and knows she
won’t be valuable for every entrepreneur. Even and
especially in the early stages of business, be careful what
you choose. Because being CEO isn’t something you can
easily turn off.

EXTENDING THE INVITE
The world of angel investing is still pretty new for Morgan
and, without Sophia, who knows when she would have
entered the game that guarantees wealth for many of its
entrants. While it’s important to prioritize, it never takes
long to pull up a seat for women at the table.

HOMEWORK TIME
No matter where you are on your entrepreneurial journey,
write out your personal decision-making criteria today.
Knowing what you’ll say yes to is just as important as
determining what you’ll decline. And remember to be
unwavering! Your time is valuable and you should have the
freedom to spend it how you choose.
Remember: work smarter, not harder.

GLOSSARY

ANGEL INVESTOR
Someone who invests capital in a start-up in exchange for
ownership equity or convertible debt. Angel investors typically
invest in the seed stage, giving companies early financial
momentum.

